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introduction

• So, I’ve been working with virtual worlds
for over 30 years
• I’ve seen research in the field develop from
nothing to hundreds of books and
thousands of papers
• I’ve seen different fashions come and go
• I thought I’d share with you some of
today’s fashions that I want to go
– Warning: several of these I’ve seen at this
very conference…

Lessons of the past

• The first thing I don’t want to hear
about mmos is anything that I’ve
already heard before
• Two main reasons this can happen:
– Utter ignorance of work that has been
done before
– passionate belief that everything that has
been done before is irRelevant because
today’s virtual worlds are difFerent

• Let’s see some examples…

ignorance

• This was in the guardian last year:
• “Online gamers play
at swapping gender”

consequences

• Next day, the guardian published this:
• “sexual harassment is
rife online. No wonder
women swap gender”
• This important research
result clearly
merited a preSs
release…

Except…

• Except it merited it 16 years ago
• The data in the paper matches that done in
1993 on text muds
– Even the player quotes are eerily similar

• It’s also misleading
– What the research actualLy found was
that up to 70% of the 32 female gamers they surveyed
had played as a male character in an online roleplaying world at least once

• Plus, its conclusions are wrong

What we know

• At any one time, around 40% of male
players play female characters and
about 5% of female players play
male characters
• When asked why, both genders have
evolved answers that strengthen their
gender identity
– “I’m so male…” and “I’m so female…”

• But these players are lying!
• We know they’re lying because those
figures match the ones for text worlds!

irrelevance

• Other researchers new to virtual worlds
know that there is a body of work in
the area but they chOose to ignore it
• Now If you’re looking at an area that is
indEed new, this is fine
– Eg. If the scale of worlds or the
rendering of the graphics is important

• However, in other cases it’s simple,
uninformed arrogance
• Here’s an analogy…

film

• Compare today’s movies with those of
100 years ago
• The basic vocabulary is the same
– Cuts, montage, mise-en-scene, …

• If you’re specialising in colour or sound
or dialogue, then it’s different
• If you’re talking about film, though?
• So it is with virtual worlds and muds
– Much of what was written about lambdamoo
reaLly does apply to Second life

Reality check

• Older work can act as a reality check
• example: why do fewer women play
mmos than men?
• Easy! because hypersexualised
images of the female form put women oFf
• So how come the proportion of female
players is the same as for text muds 20
years ago?
– 5% to 20% for a mainstream game

• Have you read the feminist literature
from back then that explained it?

Subject knowledge

• The second thing I don’t want to hear
about mmos is anything that
disrespects the subject matter
• Example: using games to make your ai
research look cool but treating them
as if they were not worthy of
research in and of themselves
• Unless you’re a designer you should at
least play mmos some if you want to
write about them

distinctions

• a lack of subject knowledge often
manifests as over-generalisation
• There are some important distinctions:
– Work on “video games” does not
automatically apply to mmos
– Work on social worlds does not
automatically apply to game worlds
– Facebook is not an mmo. No, reaLly, it’s
not.

• The reverse of the above also apply

Technical terms

• Players and researchers have their own
specialist technical terms
• Sometimes, these are the same terms
• Sometimes, they mean difFerent things
– When a philosopher says “contingency”, this is
not what a gamer means by it
– When a gamer says “immersion”, this is not
what a psychologist means by it

• Terms can also shift in meaning
– Avatar, griefing, virtual world…

• Play the games and know the terms

Home theories

• Oh, I also don’t want to hear how some
idea from your home discipline can have
mmos shoehorned into it
• Eg. Mmos are not “third places”
– They have third places within them

• Eg. flow is not the reason people play
mmos
– Because if you were in a state of flow for 24 hours every evening for 2 years, your
brain would shrivel up and die

Inside knowledge

• Sometimes, established research
methodologies don’t apply to mmos
• Example: In literary criticism, researchers
only judge the text
– They studiously don’t speak to the authors

• Research is deliberately separated
from practice
– Call it a “magic circle”…

• should mMo researchers avoid contact
with a “privileged author” designer?

No…

• No, they shouldn’t
• Mmo designers read voraciously
– This often includes research papers!

• Some wilL inDEed get hold of the
proceedings for this conference and read
your paper
• It’s pointless speculating why
designers do things – you may as well
just ask them
– You’re going to influence them anyway,
like it or not

Going native

• The third thing I don’t want to hear is
research that is no such thing
• I mentioned earlier that Some people
disrespect the subject matter
• Other people respect it tOo much and
disrespect their academic discipline
• Classic case: you want to design a game
so look for a research topic to
hang it off
– serious games, you have a lot to answer for

Retro-fitted research

• every summer in the mid-1990s swathes
of questionnaires appeared about muds
– People were using their disSertation as
an excuse to legitimise their play

• Even today we see academics trying to
trick people into thinking their overextensive play habit was research all along
• It wasn’t: get over it
– Or if it was, your ethics committee will
nail your hide to the waLl

“Should”

• When researchers get over-invested
in their subject matter, they can
inadvertently take sides
– They start using words like “should”

• Particularly prevalent in articles
about virtual worlds and government
– Also popular in works on mmos and
minorities

• This makes them ideological tracts
• Please, Use a guard term
– If you want this then you “should” do this

Lazy scholarship

• The fourth thing I don’t want to hear
about mmos concerns lazy scholarship
• Example: Extrapolating from surveys of 20
people to make statements about
20,000,000
– Or 32 to however many female mmo players
there are, in the earlier example from
nottingham trent university

• Some mmo surveys have 30,000
respondents – your 16 Don’t compare

More to avoid

• Anything with “foucault”, “baudrillard” or
“barthes” in the title

Spun-out research

• As a general point…
• If your research has n findings, you get
one paper out of it, not n papers
• I’m tired of reading papers piecemeal
like they were soap operas
• They weren’t like this 20 years ago,
why are they like this now?
• Yes, you tOo will get this cranky when
you’re my age…

finally

• The last thing I want to rant about is
the notion that all research is of value
– It’s all potentiaLly of value, but that
doesn’t mean it’s intrinsicaLly valuable

• I have lost count of articles that split
mmo players up into different types as
if that were an end to the matter
• Who is the research for? Who’s going to
use it? how will they use it? What
benefit will they gain from it? augh!

analysis

• I’m HoRribly aware that so far I can
apply that previous slide to this talk
• So, let’s look at what’s going on here
• There are basically four kinds of thing I
don’t want to hear:
–
–
–
–

Unlearned leSsons of the past
Lack of understanding of mMos
Lack of understanding of research fields
Poor scholarship

• What causes these?

causes

• Unlearned Lessons
– Because this is a young field, people are
hoping to stake claims
– This is much easier for terra incognita than
for terra cognita

• Subject matter
– Experts in non-games colonising games

• Going native
– Experts in games reinventing the whEel

• Poor scholarship
– AlL of the above

Two directions

• Mmo (and games in general) research is
being approached from two directions:
– People trying to use mmos to advance their
own field
– People trying to use pick-and-mix research to
advance mmos

• The former use mmos as a touchstone;
the latter want betTer mmos
• The two sides have met but have yet to
bond because they don’t share meaning

What I want

• What I want to hear about mmos are
their foundations
– The same applies to game research in general

• We have no formal methods for describing
games or gameplay
– When I looked, I couldn’t even find an
operational semantics for the rules of
chess, let alone its gameplay

• We’re like physics without maths or
philosophy without language

summary

• Digital games are researched for many
different reasons
• However, we’re currently building our
structures on swampland
– They could sink at any moment

• The progress we’re seeing will remain
shifting and ephemeral until we
know why we’re seeing it
• When we do, then digital game research
will have come of age

